
Great New Reads for Teens 
Spring 2020 

 

Recommended books for 6th, 7th, and 8th graders in District 181  

from the Hinsdale and Clarendon Hills Public Libraries 

 

Digital Formats Available (More coming!) 

* eAudiobook at Clarendon Hills Public Library               # eBook at Clarendon Hills Public Library (check catalog and Media on Demand) 

 ^ eAudiobook at Hinsdale Public Library                          & eBook at Hinsdale Public Library 
 
. 

 

96 Miles by J.L. Esplin (Survival) # 
 
During a massive blackout in rural Nevada, two brothers struggle to survive without enough water to 
cross the desert. 
 

 

All the Stars and Teeth by Adalyn Grace (Fantasy) #  
 
Princess Amora has spent her entire life mastering soul magic so she can rule her kingdom. After her 
magic goes drastically wrong, Amora must prove she can still ascend to the Visidian throne by crossing 
a perilous sea to defeat a powerful enemy.  She is accompanied on her journey by an unlikely crew 
consisting of a dashing pirate, a determined stowaway, and a vicious mermaid.   
 

 

Bloom by Kenneth Oppel (Science Fiction; Fantasy)  

In this botanical alien invasion, three teens are immune to the dangerous effects of the insidious plants 
that have sprouted up overnight and taken over the earth.  What's their secret? Can they somehow be 
the key to beating back this invasion? They'd better figure it out fast, because it's starting to rain 
again.... 

 

 

Cub by Cynthia Copeland (Memoir; Graphic Novel) #& 
Twelve-year-old Cindy is trying to navigate the complicated ecosystem at her middle school at the 
same time she begins an internship at a local newspaper.  Whether she's writing features about ghost 
hunters, falling off her bicycle and into her first crush, or navigating shifting friendships, Cindy grows 
wiser and more confident through every awkward and hilarious mistake.  This graphic novel is based 
on the life of the author in the early 1970’s.   
 

 

Elysium Girls by Kate Pentecost (Fantasy)  
Elysium, Oklahoma, is a town like any other, until the day its residents are chosen as pawns in a game 
created by two competitive sisters -- Life and Death.  According to the rules of the game, If the people 
of Elysium have not proved themselves worthy in ten years’ time, they will face an apocalyptic event. 
Teenagers Sal and Asa must join forces with a gang of exiled girls led by a young witch in order to beat 
Life and Death at their own game. 

 

Hope in the Mail:  Reflections on Writing and Life by Wendelin Van Draanen (Non-Fiction) 

Author Wendelin Van Draanen didn't grow up wanting to be a writer, but thirty books later, she's 
convinced that writing saved her life. Wendelin shares what she's learned--about writing, life, and 
what it takes to live the writing life.  



 

Kingdom of Back by Marie Lu (Historical Fiction; Fantasy) #* 
 
Desperate to be forever remembered for her music, Nannerl Mozart makes a dangerous pact with a 
mysterious stranger from a magical land -- and it nearly ends up costing her everything. 
 

 

Most Likely by Sarah Watson (Realistic Fiction) # 

It’s 2049, and as the first woman president of the United States is waiting to be sworn in, she reflects 
back on her senior year in high school when she and her group of childhood best friends vied for the 
attention of the same guy. 
 

 

Of Curses and Kisses by Sandhya Menon (Realistic Fiction) # 
 
Jaya Rao, an East Indian princess, and Grey Emerson, an English lord, suffer the effects of a centuries-
old feud when they meet at an elite Colorado boarding school. 

 

Scavenge the Stars by Tara Sims (Fantasy) # 
 
After Amaya rescues a mysterious stranger from drowning, she reinvents herself to seek revenge 
against the man who ruined her family and stole the life she once had.  

 

The Betrothed by Kiera Cass (Romance) #& 
When King Jameson declares his love for Lady Hollis Brite, she is shocked--and thrilled. But Hollis soon 
realizes that falling in love with a king and being crowned queen may not be the “happily ever after” 
she thought it would be. And when she meets a commoner with the mysterious power to see right into 
her heart, she finds that the future she really wants is one that she never thought to imagine. 

 
 

The Blackbird Girls by Anne Blankman (Historical Fiction)   

In the aftermath of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant explosion, Valentina and Oksana, who've 
always been enemies, find themselves together on a train bound for Leningrad.  When there, Oksana 
must face the lies her parents told her all her life, and Valentina must keep her grandmother's secret, 
one that could put all their lives in danger.  

 

The Light at the Bottom of the World by London Shah (Science Fiction) * 
 
It’s 2099.  Teenaged Leyla McQueen, who lives beneath the ruins of a submerged London, enters a 
prestigious submersible marathon in the hope of clearing her father's name. In the ensuing adventure, 
she encounters government corruption and a hidden world.  
 

 

The Vanishing Deep by Astrid Scholte (Science Fiction)  
 
Seventeen-year-old Tempe brings her dead sister back to life for twenty-four hours in hopes of 
unraveling the truth behind their parents’ death. 



 

This Light Between Us:  A Novel of World War II by Andrew Fukuda (Historical Fiction) # 
 
In 1935, ten-year-old American Alex is horrified to discover that his new Parisian pen pal, Charlie, is a 
girl. In spite of his initial reluctance, their letters continue over the years and they fight to maintain 
their friendship as Charlie endures the Nazi occupation of France and Alex leaves his family in an 
internment camp and joins the Army. 

 

Thorn by Intisar Khanani (Dystopian, Fantasy) # 
Princess Alyrra’s hopes of escaping the confines of her royal life are dashed when her   mother forces 
her to become engaged to a powerful prince in a distant kingdom. But when she arrives in the 
kingdom and is robbed of both her identity and her role as a princess by a mysterious sorceress, she 
seizes the opportunity to start a new life for herself as a goose girl. After she uncovers dangerous 
secrets, she must decide whether to speak out – and about who she is and what she stands for. 

 

Turtle Under Ice by Juleah Del Rosario (Realistic Fiction) # 
 
Row and Ariana are frozen by grief over their mother's death, years before, until Ariana leaves for 
reasons Row does not understand. 

 

Yes No Maybe So by Becky Albertalli and Aisha Saeed (Realistic Fiction) # 
Maya Rehman’s world feels like it’s falling apart:  her parents announced their 
separation, canceled their summer trip, and announced that she would have to spend 
her summer knocking on doors canvassing for a state senate candidate. Jamie Goldberg 
is excited to spend his summer volunteering for his state senator’s political campaign, 
until he finds out that he will be doing it with a girl he has a crush on.  

 
 

Hinsdale Public Library Summer Reading Club 

You are challenged to keep track of the time you spend 
reading to earn some great prizes! Register online here 
and an invitation will be sent to you with a pick up time 

and instructions. 

Events for Teens at HPL: 

 https://hinsdalelibrary.info/events/ 

 

Once Upon a Time in Clarendon Hills there was a 
Summer Reading Challenge.  Keep track of the number of 

days you spend reading between June 8 - August 1 and 
you will be entered into a raffle for prizes in August.  

Watch for more info. to come soon on how to sign up for 
this new virtual program! 

Events for Teens at CHPL:  

https://clarendonhillslibrary.evanced.info/signup/Calendar 

 

https://bit.ly/HPLSRC2020
https://hinsdalelibrary.info/events/
https://clarendonhillslibrary.evanced.info/signup/Calendar

